
Part No.0201001    ABS  Natual 
This is our classic wanhao ABS Natural, now 
custom-extruded for us in the 1.75mm  filament 
format. It's unpigmented ABS, and is a milky white 
color. It's the go-to filament color for thousands of 
3D printers worldwide. Can't risk getting caught out 
there with a missed color choice? Go natural!
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ABS Filaments          1.75mm 
 

Part No. 0201002   ABS  White    
white, like the driven snow. Or freshly pasteurized 
vitamin D milk. Or a freshly-whitewashed fence. 
The possibilities are truly endless. This is a 
noticeably brighter shade than the ABS Natural. 
With this new level of extreme brightness, you'll 
feel like you've been given a new lease on life.  
you'll have to wear shades.

Part No.0201003      ABS  Silver 
one of a whole new wave of color from wanhao! 
We're pretty excited about this one. Whether you're 
printing silver jaguars, silver foxes, silverfish 
quicksilver, or just a gray wolf or two, this is the 
color you've been waiting for.

Part No. 0201004      ABS  Slate Grey 
   Slate Gray is just one of  fresh new colors for 
March 2013          

Part No.0201005      ABS   Pink 
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious 
"fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, 
and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D 
printing, by far. 

Quan Quan

Quan Quan

Quan

Part No. 0201006      ABS   Purple 
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious 
"fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, 
and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D 
printing, by far.  

Quan

Part No. 0201007      ABS   Orange 
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon 
colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright 
traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the 
eye any way you look at it.

Quan

Part No. 0201008      ABS   Red 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a wild bright red color that 
pops under sunlight and GLOWS under black (UV) 
light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as 
well! We took our time to get this item right and it is 
a bright red color, with a special fluorescent 
character. A user favorite!Quan

Part No. 0201009      ABS Nuclear  Green 
This bright neon green wanhao ABS is custom-extruded 
for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a 
great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is 
radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling 
at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter 
and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool 
under our blue LED stripes as well!

Quan Quan

Part No. 0201011      ABS Yellow 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You 
know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close 
to that color!

Quan

Part No. 0201010         ABS   Dark Green 
This plastic was custoextruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful green color. This 
filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. 
It's the color of the rugged outdoors!

Part No. 0201012       ABS   Blue 
This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now custom 
extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's 
our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm 
format!

Quan
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Part No.0201013     ABS  Brown 
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich Swiss 
milk chocolate or decadent café au lait. Or 
something painted brown.
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 Part No. 0201014  ABS  Gray Blue 

Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades 
of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao

Part No. 0201015    ABS  Black 
A worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the darkest, 
blackest colors in the world. We've worked 
tirelessly to bring you the most intense black ABS 
possible. We guarantee that this ABS is either the 
sum of all colors, or completely void of all colors, 
your choice. Suffice to say- "None more 

Quan Quan

Quan
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Part No. 0201016    ABS  Gold 
Very unique color for decoration. 

Part No. 0201017    ABS  Luminous White 
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for 
dark decoration. 
  
 

Part No.0201018    ABS  Luminous Green 
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for 
dark decoration.

Quan

Quan Quan

Part No.0201019    ABS  Luminous blue 
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nice filamentsfor 
dark  decoration. It looks Blue and glow indark !

Quan

Part No. 0201100      ABS  Transparent 
 Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it. 

Quan

Part No. 0201101      ABS  Light Green 
 POP with all the coolest shades of ABS from 
Wanhao

Quan Quan

Part No. 0201102      ABS  Peak Green 
 Calm and silent color for feeling on the farm.

Quan

Part No. 0201103      ABS  Sky Blue 
 This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now 
customextruded for us in the 1.75mm filament 
format. It'sour classic blue filament in the new 
1.75mmformat!

Part No. 0201104      ABS  Peacock Blue 
 This plastic was custom extruded to 
ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. You 
know the blue color of a Sea? It's very closeto that 
color!

Quan



Part No. 0201105      ABS  Dark Blue 
 This plastic was custom extruded to 
ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. 
Thisfilament is a hearty..It's the color of the rugged 
outdoors!

Quan
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Part No.0201301    ABS  Natual 
This is our classic wanhao ABS Natural, now 
custom-extruded for us in the 1.75mm  filament 
format. It's unpigmented ABS, and is a milky white 
color. It's the go-to filament color for thousands of 
3D printers worldwide. Can't risk getting caught out 
there with a missed color choice? Go natural!

Part No.0201303      ABS  Silver 
one of a whole new wave of color from wanhao! 
We're pretty excited about this one. Whether you're 
printing silver jaguars, silver foxes, silverfish 
quicksilver, or just a gray wolf or two, this is the 
color you've been waiting for.

Part No.0201305      ABS   Pink 
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious 
"fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, 
and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D 
printing, by far. 

Quan

Quan

Quan

Part No. 0201307      ABS   Orange 
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon 
colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright 
traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the 
eye any way you look at it.

Quan

Part No. 0201309      ABS Nuclear  Green 
This bright neon green wanhao ABS is custom-extruded 
for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a 
great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is 
radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling 
at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter 
and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool 
under our blue LED stripes as well!

Quan

Part No. 0201311      ABS Yellow 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You 
know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close 
to that color!

Quan

Part No. 0201304      ABS  Slate Grey 
   Slate Gray is just one of  fresh new colors for 
March 2013

Quan

Quan

Part No. 0201306      ABS   Purple 
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious 
"fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, 
and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D 
printing, by far.  

Quan

Part No. 0201308      ABS   Red 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a wild bright red color that 
pops under sunlight and GLOWS under black (UV) 
light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as 
well! We took our time to get this item right and it is 
a bright red color, with a special fluorescent 
character. A user favorite!Quan

Quan

Part No. 0201310         ABS   Dark Green 
This plastic was custoextruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful green color. This 
filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. 
It's the color of the rugged outdoors!

Part No. 0201302   ABS  White    
white, like the driven snow. Or freshly pasteurized 
vitamin D milk. Or a freshly-whitewashed fence. 
The possibilities are truly endless. This is a 
noticeably brighter shade than the ABS Natural. 
With this new level of extreme brightness, you'll 
feel like you've been given a new lease on life.  
you'll have to wear shades.

Part No. 0201312       ABS   Blue 
This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now custom 
extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's 
our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm 
format!

Quan
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Part No.0201313     ABS  Brown 
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich Swiss 
milk chocolate or decadent café au lait. Or 
something painted brown.

Quan

Part No. 0201314  ABS  Gray Blue 
Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades 
of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao

Quan

Part No. 0201316    ABS  Gold 
Very unique color for decoration. 

Part No.0201318    ABS  Florecent Green 
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for 
dark decoration.

Quan

Quan

Part No. 0201315    ABS  Black 
A worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the darkest, 
blackest colors in the world. We've worked 
tirelessly to bring you the most intense black ABS 
possible. We guarantee that this ABS is either the 
sum of all colors, or completely void of all colors, 
your choice. Suffice to say- "None more 
Quan

Part No. 0201317    ABS  Luminous White 
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for 
dark decoration. 
  
 

Quan

Part No.0201319    ABS  Luminous Green 
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nice filamentsfor 
dark  decoration. It looks Blue and glow indark !

Quan

Part No. 0201400      ABS  Transparent 
 Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it. 

Quan

Part No. 0201401      ABS  Light Green 
 POP with all the coolest shades of ABS from 
Wanhao

Quan Quan

Part No. 0201402      ABS  Peak Green 
 Calm and silent color for feeling on the farm.

Quan

Part No. 0201403      ABS  Sky Blue 
 This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now 
customextruded for us in the 1.75mm filament 
format. It'sour classic blue filament in the new 
1.75mmformat!

Quan

Part No. 0201404      ABS  Peacock Blue 
 This plastic was custom extruded to 
ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. You 
know the blue color of a Sea? It's very closeto that 
color!
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Part No. 0201405      ABS  Dark Blue 
 This plastic was custom extruded to 
ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. 
Thisfilament is a hearty..It's the color of the rugged 
outdoors!

Quan



PLA Filaments         1.75mm 
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Quan

Quan

Part No. 0202028       PLA    Red 
This plastic nlight and GLOWS under black (UV) 
light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as 
well! We took our time to get this item right and it is 
a bright red color, with a special fluorescent 
character. A user favorite!

Part No. 0202030  PLA     Dark Green 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful green color. This 
filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. 
It's the color of the rugged outdoors!

Quan

Quan

Quan

Part No. 0202027      PLA   Orange 
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon 
colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright 
traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the 
eye any way you look at it.

Part No. 0202029      PLA  Nuclear  Green 
This bright neon green wanhaoPLA is custom-extruded 
for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a 
great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is 
radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling 
at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter 
and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool 
under our blue LED stripes as well!

Part No. 0202031      PLA Yellow 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You 
know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close 
to that color!

Quan

Part No. 0202032      PLA   Blue 
This is our classic wanhao PLA Blue, now custom 
extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's 
our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm 
format!

Quan

Part No.0202026     PLA Purple 
 This saturated Magenta color ABS that has a 
delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink 
stunner, and we think it's going to be hot the 
hottest color in 3D printing this summer. Limited 
quantities!

Part No. 0202021    PLA   Natual 
is our classic wanhao PLA Natural, nowcustom-
extruded for us in the 1.75mm filamentformat. It's 
unpigmented PLA, and is a milky whitecolor. It's 
the go-to filament color for thousands of3D printers 
worldwide. Can't risk getting caught outthere with a 
missed color choice? Go natural!

Quan

Part No. 0202022 PLA White 
 white, like the driven snow. Or freshly 
pasteurizedvitamin D milk. Or a freshly-
whitewashed fence.The possibilities are truly 
endless. This is anoticeably brighter shade than 
the ABS Natural.With this new level of extreme 
brightness, you'llfeel like you've been given a new 
lease on life.you'll have to wear shades.Quan

Part No. 0202024     PLA  State Grey 
 Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades 
of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao. 

Quan

Part No.0202023    PLA Silver 
  it's beautifully easy to use with your Duplicator! 
Just print out the MakerBot spool holder and attach 
it directly to your bot!

Quan

Part No. 0202025     PLA Pink 
 This saturated Magenta color PLA has a delicious 
"fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, 
and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D 
printing, by far. 

Quan
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PLA Filaments         1.75mm 
 Part No.0202034 PLA  Black 

BlackA worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the 
darkest,blackest colors in the world. We've 
workedtirelessly to bring you the most intense 
black ABSpossible. We guarantee that this ABS is 
either thesum of all colors, or completely void of all 
colors,your choice.
Quan

Quan

Part No.  0202035    PLA   Gold 
This is very unique color for special purpose 
decoration.  
 

Quan

Part No. 0202041   PLA Translucent Red 
 Transparent RED PLA  is an extremely awesome 
polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's 
made from corn, which is a renewable resource.

Part No. 0202042   PLA   Translucent Orange 
 Transparent Orange PLA  is an extremely 
awesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-
friendly, as it's made from corn, which is a 
renewable resource.

Quan

Quan

Part No. 0202033   PLA Brown 
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich 
Swissmilk chocolate or decadent café au lait. 
Orsomething painted brown.

Part No. 0202043     PLA Translucent Purple 
Transparent purple PLA is an extremelyawesome 
polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's 
made from corn, which is arenewable resource.  
there with a missed color choice? Go natural!

Quan

Part No. 0202045      PLA Translucent Grey    
Brght Grey is one of fresh new color for 2014 it is 
bright then normal Grey 

Quan

Part No. 0202047      PLA Translucent White     
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nicefilaments for 
dark  decoration . it looks white and glow in dark !

Quan

Part No. 0202044      PLA Translucent Yellow     
Transparent yellow green  PLA is an 
extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's 
bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is 
arenewable resource. .

Quan

Part No. 0202046      PLA Translucent Blue     
 Bright Blue is our new color  it is much bright than 
nomal Blue.

Quan

Part No. 0202121      PLA  Transparent 
Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it. 
 

Quan Quan

Part No.0202122      PLA  Light Green 
 This is very unique color for special purpose 
decoration.
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Quan

Part No. 0202126      PLA  Dark Blue 
 Dark Blue is an extremelyawesome polymer for 
many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from 
corn, which is arenewable resource.

Quan

Part No. 0202124     PLA  Sky Blue 
Fly with your heat, pure like sky blue.

Quan

Part No. 0202125      PLA  Peacock Blue 
 A little darker than Sky blue. Special awesome 
one for home decoration

Part No. 0202123      PLA  Peak Green 
 This plastic was custom extruded to 
ourspecifications and is a beautiful green color. 
This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest 
green.It's the color of the rugged outdoors!

Quan

Page 6



Part No. 0202321    PLA   Natual 
is our classic wanhao PLA Natural, nowcustom-
extruded for us in the 1.75mm filamentformat. It's 
unpigmented PLA, and is a milky whitecolor. It's 
the go-to filament color for thousands of3D printers 
worldwide. Can't risk getting caught outthere with a 
missed color choice? Go natural!

Quan

Part No. 0202322 PLA White 
 white, like the driven snow. Or freshly 
pasteurizedvitamin D milk. Or a freshly-
whitewashed fence.The possibilities are truly 
endless. This is anoticeably brighter shade than 
the ABS Natural.With this new level of extreme 
brightness, you'llfeel like you've been given a new 
lease on life.you'll have to wear shades.Quan

Part No. 0202324     PLA  State Grey 
 Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades 
of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao.

Quan

Part No. 0202325     PLA Pink 
 This saturated Magenta color PLA has a delicious 
"fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, 
and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D 
printing, by far. 

Quan Quan

Part No. 0202326     PLA Purple 
 This saturated Magenta color ABS that has a 
delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink 
stunner, and we think it's going to be hot the 
hottest color in 3D printing this summer. Limited 
quantities!

Quan

Part No. 0202327      PLA   Orange 
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon 
colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright 
traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the 
eye any way you look at it.

Part No. 0202323    PLA Silver 
  it's beautifully easy to use with your Duplicator! 
Just print out the MakerBot spool holder and attach 
it directly to your bot!

Quan

Part No. 0202328       PLA    Red 
This plastic nlight and GLOWS under black (UV) 
light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as 
well! We took our time to get this item right and it is 
a bright red color, with a special fluorescent 
character. A user favorite!

Quan
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Quan Quan

Quan Quan

Part No. 0202329      PLA  Nuclear  Green 
This bright neon green wanhaoPLA is custom-extruded 
for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a 
great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is 
radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling 
at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter 
and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool 
under our blue LED stripes as well!

Part No. 0202330  PLA     Dark Green 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful green color. This 
filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. 
It's the color of the rugged outdoors!

Part No. 0202331      PLA Yellow 
This plastic was custom extruded to our 
specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You 
know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close 
to that color!

Part No. 0202332      PLA   Blue 
This is our classic wanhao PLA Blue, now custom 
extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's 
our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm 
format!

Page 10
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PLA Filaments         3mm 
 

PVA Filaments 
 

Quan

Part No. 0202333   PLA Brown 
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich 
Swissmilk chocolate or decadent café au lait. 
Orsomething painted brown.

Part No.0202334 PLA  Black 
BlackA worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the 
darkest,blackest colors in the world. We've 
workedtirelessly to bring you the most intense 
black ABSpossible. We guarantee that this ABS is 
either thesum of all colors, or completely void of all 
colors,your choice.
Quan

Quan

Part No.  0202335    PLA   Gold 
This is very unique color for special purpose 
decoration.  
 

Quan

Part No. 0202341   PLA Translucent Red 
 Transparent RED PLA  is an extremely awesome 
polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's 
made from corn, which is a renewable resource.

Part No. 0202342   PLA   Translucent Orange 
 Transparent Orange PLA  is an extremely 
awesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-
friendly, as it's made from corn, which is a 
renewable resource.

Quan

Part No. 0202343     PLA Translucent Purple 
Transparent purple PLA is an extremelyawesome 
polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's 
made from corn, which is arenewable resource.  
there with a missed color choice? Go natural!

Part No. 0202344      PLA Translucent Yellow     
Transparent yellow green  PLA is an 
extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's 
bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is 
arenewable resource. .

Quan

Quan

Part No. 0202345      PLA Translucent Grey    
Brght Grey is one of fresh new color for 2014 it is 
bright then normal Grey 

Quan

Part No. 0202347      PLA Translucent White    
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nicefilaments for 
dark  decoration . it looks white and glow in dark !

Quan

Quan

Part No.0202422      PLA  Light Green 
 This is very unique color for special purpose 
decoration.

Part No. 0202346      PLA Translucent Blue     
 Bright Blue is our new color  it is much bright than 
nomal Blue.

Quan

Part No. 0202421      PLA  Transparent 
Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it. 
 

Quan
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Quan

Part No. 0202426      PLA  Dark Blue 
 Dark Blue is an extremelyawesome polymer for 
many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from 
corn, which is arenewable resource.

Quan

Part No. 0202424     PLA  Sky Blue 
Fly with your heat, pure like sky blue.

Quan

Part No. 0202425      PLA  Peacock Blue 
 A little darker than Sky blue. Special awesome 
one for home decoration

Part No. 0202423      PLA  Peak Green 
 This plastic was custom extruded to 
ourspecifications and is a beautiful green color. 
This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest 
green.It's the color of the rugged outdoors!

Quan

PLA Filaments         3mm 
 

Quan

Part No.0203000      PVA 
  0.5kg/pack. This is water-soluble synthetic 
polymer hydrolysed from polyvinyl acetate. PVA is 
fully degradable and is a quick dissolver. PVA has 
a glass transition temperature of around 85'C 
(185F)           

PVA Filaments        1.75mm  
 

Quan

Part No.0203300      PVA 
  0.5kg/pack. This is water-soluble synthetic 
polymer hydrolysed from polyvinyl acetate. PVA is 
fully degradable and is a quick dissolver. PVA has 
a glass transition temperature of around 85'C 
(185F)

PVA Filaments                3mm 
 


Part No.0201001    ABS  Natual
This is our classic wanhao ABS Natural, now custom-extruded for us in the 1.75mm  filament format. It's unpigmented ABS, and is a milky white color. It's the go-to filament color for thousands of 3D printers worldwide. Can't risk getting caught out there with a missed color choice? Go natural!
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST 
rev.E
 How to place order of filaments?
1. Please enter the number into Quan colume. 
2. Press the button" Email this order" , or save this file and send to sales@wanhao3dprinter.com
ABS Filaments          1.75mm
 
Part No. 0201002   ABS  White   
white, like the driven snow. Or freshly pasteurized vitamin D milk. Or a freshly-whitewashed fence. The possibilities are truly endless. This is a noticeably brighter shade than the ABS Natural. With this new level of extreme brightness, you'll feel like you've been given a new lease on life.  you'll have to wear shades.
Part No.0201003      ABS  Silver
one of a whole new wave of color from wanhao! We're pretty excited about this one. Whether you're printing silver jaguars, silver foxes, silverfish quicksilver, or just a gray wolf or two, this is the color you've been waiting for.
Part No. 0201004      ABS  Slate Grey
   Slate Gray is just one of  fresh new colors for March 2013          
Part No.0201005      ABS   Pink
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D printing, by far. 
Part No. 0201006      ABS   Purple
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D printing, by far.  
Part No. 0201007      ABS   Orange
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the eye any way you look at it.
Part No. 0201008      ABS   Red
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a wild bright red color that pops under sunlight and GLOWS under black (UV) light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as well! We took our time to get this item right and it is a bright red color, with a special fluorescent character. A user favorite!
Part No. 0201009      ABS Nuclear  Green
This bright neon green wanhao ABS is custom-extruded for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool under our blue LED stripes as well!
Part No. 0201011      ABS Yellow
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close to that color!
Part No. 0201010         ABS   Dark Green
This plastic was custoextruded to our specifications and is a beautiful green color. This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
Part No. 0201012       ABS   Blue
This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now custom extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm format!
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Part No.0201013     ABS  Brown
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich Swiss milk chocolate or decadent café au lait. Or something painted brown.
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST
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ABS Filaments          1.75mm
 
Part No. 0201014  ABS  Gray Blue
Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao
Part No. 0201015    ABS  Black
A worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the darkest, blackest colors in the world. We've worked tirelessly to bring you the most intense black ABS possible. We guarantee that this ABS is either the sum of all colors, or completely void of all colors, your choice. Suffice to say- "None more black."
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Part No. 0201016    ABS  Gold
Very unique color for decoration. 
Part No. 0201017    ABS  Luminous White
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for dark decoration.
 
 
Part No.0201018    ABS  Luminous Green
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for dark decoration.
Part No.0201019    ABS  Luminous blue
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nice filamentsfor dark  decoration. It looks Blue and glow indark !
Part No. 0201100      ABS  Transparent
 Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it. 
Part No. 0201101      ABS  Light Green
 POP with all the coolest shades of ABS from Wanhao
Part No. 0201102      ABS  Peak Green
 Calm and silent color for feeling on the farm.
Part No. 0201103      ABS  Sky Blue
 This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now customextruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It'sour classic blue filament in the new 1.75mmformat!
Part No. 0201104      ABS  Peacock Blue
 This plastic was custom extruded to ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. You know the blue color of a Sea? It's very closeto that color!
Part No. 0201105      ABS  Dark Blue
 This plastic was custom extruded to ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. Thisfilament is a hearty..It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST
rev.E
 How to place order of filaments?
1. Please enter the number into Quan colume. 
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ABS Filaments          1.75mm
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Part No.0201301    ABS  Natual
This is our classic wanhao ABS Natural, now custom-extruded for us in the 1.75mm  filament format. It's unpigmented ABS, and is a milky white color. It's the go-to filament color for thousands of 3D printers worldwide. Can't risk getting caught out there with a missed color choice? Go natural!
Part No.0201303      ABS  Silver
one of a whole new wave of color from wanhao! We're pretty excited about this one. Whether you're printing silver jaguars, silver foxes, silverfish quicksilver, or just a gray wolf or two, this is the color you've been waiting for.
Part No.0201305      ABS   Pink
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D printing, by far. 
Part No. 0201307      ABS   Orange
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the eye any way you look at it.
Part No. 0201309      ABS Nuclear  Green
This bright neon green wanhao ABS is custom-extruded for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool under our blue LED stripes as well!
Part No. 0201311      ABS Yellow
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close to that color!
Part No. 0201304      ABS  Slate Grey
   Slate Gray is just one of  fresh new colors for March 2013
Part No. 0201306      ABS   Purple
This saturated Magenta color ABS has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D printing, by far.  
Part No. 0201308      ABS   Red
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a wild bright red color that pops under sunlight and GLOWS under black (UV) light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as well! We took our time to get this item right and it is a bright red color, with a special fluorescent character. A user favorite!
Part No. 0201310         ABS   Dark Green
This plastic was custoextruded to our specifications and is a beautiful green color. This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
Part No. 0201302   ABS  White   
white, like the driven snow. Or freshly pasteurized vitamin D milk. Or a freshly-whitewashed fence. The possibilities are truly endless. This is a noticeably brighter shade than the ABS Natural. With this new level of extreme brightness, you'll feel like you've been given a new lease on life.  you'll have to wear shades.
Part No. 0201312       ABS   Blue
This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now custom extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm format!
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ABS Filaments          3mm
 
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST 
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Part No.0201313     ABS  Brown
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich Swiss milk chocolate or decadent café au lait. Or something painted brown.
Part No. 0201314  ABS  Gray Blue
Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao
Part No. 0201316    ABS  Gold
Very unique color for decoration. 
Part No.0201318    ABS  Florecent Green
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for dark decoration.
Part No. 0201315    ABS  Black
A worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the darkest, blackest colors in the world. We've worked tirelessly to bring you the most intense black ABS possible. We guarantee that this ABS is either the sum of all colors, or completely void of all colors, your choice. Suffice to say- "None more black."
Part No. 0201317    ABS  Luminous White
This color glowing in the dark! A nice filament for dark decoration.
 
 
Part No.0201319    ABS  Luminous Green
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nice filamentsfor dark  decoration. It looks Blue and glow indark !
Part No. 0201400      ABS  Transparent
 Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it. 
Part No. 0201401      ABS  Light Green
 POP with all the coolest shades of ABS from Wanhao
Part No. 0201402      ABS  Peak Green
 Calm and silent color for feeling on the farm.
Part No. 0201403      ABS  Sky Blue
 This is our classic wanhao ABS Blue, now customextruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It'sour classic blue filament in the new 1.75mmformat!
Part No. 0201404      ABS  Peacock Blue
 This plastic was custom extruded to ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. You know the blue color of a Sea? It's very closeto that color!
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST
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Part No. 0201405      ABS  Dark Blue
 This plastic was custom extruded to ourspecifications and is a beautiful blue color. Thisfilament is a hearty..It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
PLA Filaments         1.75mm
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Part No. 0202028       PLA    Red
This plastic nlight and GLOWS under black (UV) light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as well! We took our time to get this item right and it is a bright red color, with a special fluorescent character. A user favorite!
Part No. 0202030  PLA     Dark Green
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a beautiful green color. This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
Part No. 0202027      PLA   Orange
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the eye any way you look at it.
Part No. 0202029      PLA  Nuclear  Green
This bright neon green wanhaoPLA is custom-extruded for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool under our blue LED stripes as well!
Part No. 0202031      PLA Yellow
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close to that color!
Part No. 0202032      PLA   Blue
This is our classic wanhao PLA Blue, now custom extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm format!
Part No.0202026     PLA Purple
 This saturated Magenta color ABS that has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's going to be hot the hottest color in 3D printing this summer. Limited quantities!
Part No. 0202021    PLA   Natual
is our classic wanhao PLA Natural, nowcustom-extruded for us in the 1.75mm filamentformat. It's unpigmented PLA, and is a milky whitecolor. It's the go-to filament color for thousands of3D printers worldwide. Can't risk getting caught outthere with a missed color choice? Go natural!
Part No. 0202022 PLA White
 white, like the driven snow. Or freshly pasteurizedvitamin D milk. Or a freshly-whitewashed fence.The possibilities are truly endless. This is anoticeably brighter shade than the ABS Natural.With this new level of extreme brightness, you'llfeel like you've been given a new lease on life.you'll have to wear shades.
Part No. 0202024     PLA  State Grey
 Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao. 
Part No.0202023    PLA Silver
  it's beautifully easy to use with your Duplicator! Just print out the MakerBot spool holder and attach it directly to your bot!
Part No. 0202025     PLA Pink
 This saturated Magenta color PLA has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D printing, by far. 
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PLA Filaments         1.75mm
 
Part No.0202034 PLA  Black
BlackA worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the darkest,blackest colors in the world. We've workedtirelessly to bring you the most intense black ABSpossible. We guarantee that this ABS is either thesum of all colors, or completely void of all colors,your choice.
Part No.  0202035    PLA   Gold
This is very unique color for special purpose decoration. 
 
Part No. 0202041   PLA Translucent Red
 Transparent RED PLA  is an extremely awesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is a renewable resource.
Part No. 0202042   PLA   Translucent Orange
 Transparent Orange PLA  is an extremely awesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is a renewable resource.
Part No. 0202033   PLA Brown
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich Swissmilk chocolate or decadent café au lait. Orsomething painted brown.
Part No. 0202043     PLA Translucent Purple
Transparent purple PLA is an extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is arenewable resource.  there with a missed color choice? Go natural!
Part No. 0202045      PLA Translucent Grey   
Brght Grey is one of fresh new color for 2014 it is bright then normal Grey 
Part No. 0202047      PLA Translucent White    
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nicefilaments for dark  decoration . it looks white and glow in dark !
Part No. 0202044      PLA Translucent Yellow    
Transparent yellow green  PLA is an extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is arenewable resource. .
Part No. 0202046      PLA Translucent Blue    
 Bright Blue is our new color  it is much bright than nomal Blue.
Part No. 0202121      PLA  Transparent
Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it.
 
Part No.0202122      PLA  Light Green
 This is very unique color for special purpose decoration.
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PLA Filaments         1.75mm
 
Part No. 0202126      PLA  Dark Blue
 Dark Blue is an extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is arenewable resource.
Part No. 0202124     PLA  Sky Blue
Fly with your heat, pure like sky blue.
Part No. 0202125      PLA  Peacock Blue
 A little darker than Sky blue. Special awesome one for home decoration
Part No. 0202123      PLA  Peak Green
 This plastic was custom extruded to ourspecifications and is a beautiful green color. This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green.It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
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Part No. 0202321    PLA   Natual
is our classic wanhao PLA Natural, nowcustom-extruded for us in the 1.75mm filamentformat. It's unpigmented PLA, and is a milky whitecolor. It's the go-to filament color for thousands of3D printers worldwide. Can't risk getting caught outthere with a missed color choice? Go natural!
Part No. 0202322 PLA White
 white, like the driven snow. Or freshly pasteurizedvitamin D milk. Or a freshly-whitewashed fence.The possibilities are truly endless. This is anoticeably brighter shade than the ABS Natural.With this new level of extreme brightness, you'llfeel like you've been given a new lease on life.you'll have to wear shades.
Part No. 0202324     PLA  State Grey
 Make your prints POP with all the coolest shades of 1.8mm ABS from Wanhao.
Part No. 0202325     PLA Pink
 This saturated Magenta color PLA has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's the most delightful color in 3D printing, by far. 
Part No. 0202326     PLA Purple
 This saturated Magenta color ABS that has a delicious "fruit punch" color to it- its a purple-pink stunner, and we think it's going to be hot the hottest color in 3D printing this summer. Limited quantities!
Part No. 0202327      PLA   Orange
This is a new classic, one of the most blazon colors in the world. Safety orange! It's a bright traffic-cone, safety vest orange and catches the eye any way you look at it.
Part No. 0202323    PLA Silver
  it's beautifully easy to use with your Duplicator! Just print out the MakerBot spool holder and attach it directly to your bot!
Part No. 0202328       PLA    Red
This plastic nlight and GLOWS under black (UV) light. Blue LEDs make this stuff look awesome as well! We took our time to get this item right and it is a bright red color, with a special fluorescent character. A user favorite!
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST
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Part No. 0202329      PLA  Nuclear  Green
This bright neon green wanhaoPLA is custom-extruded for us and ranks as our all-time brightest color. It has a great UV reactive ingredient so in sunlight this stuff is radiant, like the nuclear fuel Homer is always mishandling at the power plant. Bright neon green, and even brighter and more popping under a UV or black light. Looks cool under our blue LED stripes as well!
Part No. 0202330  PLA     Dark Green
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a beautiful green color. This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green. It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
Part No. 0202331      PLA Yellow
This plastic was custom extruded to our specifications and is a beautiful Yellow color. You know the yellow color of a banana? It's very close to that color!
Part No. 0202332      PLA   Blue
This is our classic wanhao PLA Blue, now custom extruded for us in the 1.75mm filament format. It's our classic blue filament in the new 1.75mm format!
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PLA Filaments         3mm
 
PVA Filaments
 
Part No. 0202333   PLA Brown
 It's a particularly luxurious shade: think rich Swissmilk chocolate or decadent café au lait. Orsomething painted brown.
Part No.0202334 PLA  Black
BlackA worldwide classic, this ABS is one of the darkest,blackest colors in the world. We've workedtirelessly to bring you the most intense black ABSpossible. We guarantee that this ABS is either thesum of all colors, or completely void of all colors,your choice.
Part No.  0202335    PLA   Gold
This is very unique color for special purpose decoration. 
 
Part No. 0202341   PLA Translucent Red
 Transparent RED PLA  is an extremely awesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is a renewable resource.
Part No. 0202342   PLA   Translucent Orange
 Transparent Orange PLA  is an extremely awesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is a renewable resource.
Part No. 0202343     PLA Translucent Purple
Transparent purple PLA is an extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is arenewable resource.  there with a missed color choice? Go natural!
Part No. 0202344      PLA Translucent Yellow    
Transparent yellow green  PLA is an extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is arenewable resource. .
Part No. 0202345      PLA Translucent Grey   
Brght Grey is one of fresh new color for 2014 it is bright then normal Grey 
Part No. 0202347      PLA Translucent White   
 This color glowing in the dark ! A nicefilaments for dark  decoration . it looks white and glow in dark !
Part No.0202422      PLA  Light Green
 This is very unique color for special purpose decoration.
Part No. 0202346      PLA Translucent Blue    
 Bright Blue is our new color  it is much bright than nomal Blue.
Part No. 0202421      PLA  Transparent
Pure ,transparent like glass. You shall love it.
 
WANHAO CLASIC FILAMENTS LIST
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Part No. 0202426      PLA  Dark Blue
 Dark Blue is an extremelyawesome polymer for many reasons. It's bio-friendly, as it's made from corn, which is arenewable resource.
Part No. 0202424     PLA  Sky Blue
Fly with your heat, pure like sky blue.
Part No. 0202425      PLA  Peacock Blue
 A little darker than Sky blue. Special awesome one for home decoration
Part No. 0202423      PLA  Peak Green
 This plastic was custom extruded to ourspecifications and is a beautiful green color. This filament is a hearty, camping stove forest green.It's the color of the rugged outdoors!
PLA Filaments         3mm
 
Part No.0203000      PVA
  0.5kg/pack. This is water-soluble synthetic polymer hydrolysed from polyvinyl acetate. PVA is fully degradable and is a quick dissolver. PVA has a glass transition temperature of around 85'C (185F)           
PVA Filaments        1.75mm 
 
Part No.0203300      PVA
  0.5kg/pack. This is water-soluble synthetic polymer hydrolysed from polyvinyl acetate. PVA is fully degradable and is a quick dissolver. PVA has a glass transition temperature of around 85'C (185F)
PVA Filaments                3mm
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